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Make your own recipes with birds! - [x] Save and share recipes with others - [x] Organize recipes into categories, tags and favorites - [x] Rate recipes - [x] Print recipes - [x] Play with birds! Swipe birds to make them go forward, back or do a spin - [x] Add birds to be tamed - [x] Add birds to be watched for high scores - [x]
Grow more birds! Compete with other birds to see who's the champion - [x] Great new features! Instructions - Drag and drop the recipe you want to edit to the editor area and press edit - Adjust the ingredients and amounts of the recipe as you wish - Click save - Use the print button to print the current recipe or the recipe itself
- The editor is pretty simple and easy to use - Add birds to watch! - Add birds to watch for high scores! - Add birds to be tamed! - Compete with other birds to see who's the champion If not too long ago people used to have notebooks of sorts for their food recipes, nowadays, not only can you pretty much find them everywhere
on the Internet, but you also get videos and how-tos. If, however, you're very serious about saving important recipes, then surely a good recipe organizer/manager is one of the best ways to go about it. Birds Kitchen is a React and Electron-based, cross-platform application (works on Windows, Linux, and macOS) that allows you
to save, manage, and thoroughly organize your favorite recipes. Do I really need a desktop app for this? Well, that depends. If you have just a few recipes, then the answer is probably "no." If, however, you have more than a dozen recipes, then Birds Kitchen starts to make sense. The best aspect of Birds Kitchen is the fact that
you are provided with a plethora of useful tools for organizing and finding recipes. For example, you can search for a recipe based on its contents, you can use tags, you can add them to various categories, you can rate them, add them to a Favorites section, and even search for them via the source URL. The app is also very good
when it comes to printing your recipes. You can change the ingredients and the amounts fairly easily in order to adjust the services, and print
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★ Search for recipes by their ingredients, categories, cooking methods, and types ★ Create recipes with ease, search recipes by name and description, rate recipes, and even add them to Favorites ★ Export recipes as HTML, PDF, CSV, or PNG ★ Retrieve recipes from a recipe URL or your clipboard ★ Save and organize
recipes locally or online ★ Download recipes from Cloud Services ★ Sort recipes by name, rating, and creation date ★ Switch between three different UI styles: List, Table, and Grid ★ Print recipe, ingredient, and summary information App Types: - Phone/Tablet - Notebooks - Books - Wallpapers - Wallpapers HD - Packages
- Apps - Settings - Tools App Pricing: - Free App Size: - App size is 5.8 MB. App Languages: - English - French - German How to Use: - Download the app - Tap on the "Add" button - Tap on the "Create New Recipe" icon to start the creation process. - Drag the ingredients from the left list to the right, and write their amounts
on the corresponding fields. - Drag the cooking methods from the left list to the right, and write their amounts on the corresponding fields. - Tap on the "Save" icon, and wait for the created recipe to be saved. - Tap on the "Print" icon, and wait for the created recipe to be printed. - If you wish to add your recipe to Favorites, tap
on the "Add to Favorites" icon, and enter the name of the recipe. - Tap on the "Export" icon, and either save your recipe as an HTML file, or export it to either a PDF file, a PNG file, or a CSV file. - If you wish to restore your favorite recipes, tap on the "Import" icon, and select the file that you want to import. - If you wish to
add a recipe to one of your categories, tap on the "+" icon, and choose the category that you wish to add it to. - If you wish to change the amount of an ingredient or a cooking method, tap on it, and change the amount that you wish to. - You can also change the text of an ingredient or a cooking method by tapping on it, and
adjusting the amount that you wish to. - If
What's New in the?

Creates and stores all of your recipes. We strive to make it possible for anyone to manage all of their recipes in a central location. Create Recipes: 1. Simply choose a recipe you want to create by double clicking it or typing its name. 2. We automatically go through all of the steps, prompting you to add ingredients and amounts
as necessary. 3. It’s that simple. Search & Organize Recipes: 1. Search for recipes you have saved by typing their name. 2. Sort and organize them by categories or tags. 3. Browse recipes by category or ingredients. Saving, Printing, & Backup: 1. Simply choose to save your recipes by clicking the “Save to kitchen” button in the
bottom-right corner of the page. 2. As the recipe is saved, you can adjust any steps and add new ingredients or amounts as needed. 3. You can then choose to save your recipes in the cloud (Pro) or locally. Here are the most important features of the Birds Kitchen application: Organization & tagging: • Create new categories and
tags to classify your recipes. • Filter by category and/or tags. • Sort your recipes by categories or by tags. • Add recipes to favorite categories. Cloud & Backup: • Save your recipes in the cloud (Pro). • Use your own cloud (DropBox, OneDrive, Google Drive, or Amazon S3) or use a cloud service of your choice. • You can
backup all your recipes to your desktop or cloud. Restaurant Listing: • Import/Export your restaurant restaurant reviews into the app. • List your restaurants and view ratings by star or by comment. • Review restaurants by location or by reviews. TastyRecipe: • Save your own or your friends' recipes from their TastyRecipes
apps. • View & Search recipes in your TastyRecipes. • Open a recipe in the app and get the ingredients you need. Markus Schatt: • Many thanks to Andreas Sämann and Martin Neustadt for their amazing work on BirdsKitchen.org. • Many thanks to the AppStore rating guidelines team for their awesome review. • Many thanks
to the AppStore team for their great communication. FoodBeast: • Recommended by all. • Thousands of users & daily updates. • Support for many languages & countries. • Free service for all users. You can also choose between English, French, and German. Birds Kitchen also has an elegant minimalist design. We have to
admit that the app can be a bit slow on older devices, but that’s to be expected when you’re talking
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System Requirements For Birds Kitchen:

Microsoft Windows XP, Vista or Windows 7, Intel/AMD 64-bit CPU, 4 GB RAM, DirectX 9.0c-compatible graphics card with 16MB of VRAM General: Can be played by up to 4 players locally or online (no LAN play). The servers are optimized for 3-4 players per game. Powered by the game system, this enhanced version of
ACES has three display modes (Normal, Wide, and Mini). The game supports extended in-game background, custom window modes and almost all mouse settings.
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